
  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #38 
  

 

Lazy Sunday? Not at Inbound! In this selection of our weekly posts, we focus on the 

importance of lasers and of leading laser specialists like LUMIBIRD, blood samples by 

robots, ASTRAZENECA’s biggest deal since the pandemic, contrarian investment decision 

in Europe by hotel group supremo Hyatt, semi-conductors M&A frenzy and X-FAB, 

French nano-satellites and French SpaceTech, AirBnB IPO, renting vs. buying new 

clothes even before lockdown ends, Permira and Catawiki, helping UK entrepreneurs, 

new possible threats, the sense of purpose for companies, Bod Dylan and more!  

  

Have a good read! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 
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SMALL CAPS  

 

 

    

MAJOR LASER(S) 

Lasers feature prominently in the whopping £24bn's increase proposed in the UK Defence 

Budget. While the lasers mentioned rather refer to SF-style high powered lasers aka opponent-

busting directed energy weapons, its is striking to see the growing need for cutting-edge (no 

punt intended) specialist firms and people in the fascinating laser field. Arguably this vindicates 

the secular growth positioning of leading group like LUMIBIRD (LBIRD FP, c.€300m market 

cap), which has unique expertise and operates across strategic segments ranging from medical to 

defence & aerospace (e.g. guidance lasers for the Rafale fighter aircraft), industrial applications 

and LIDAR sensors. It is in relation to the latter specialty - applied to autonomous cars among 

others - that LBIRD is presenting as one of the key participants to the UBS MOBILITY 

Conference (10-11 December). 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

LIMPING OLD UK/EUROPE? NOT FOR HYATT 

Love the contrast: here a topically white-bearded CEO of a leading Paris-based hotel group 

(Accor) saying he is forced to "sailing by sight" in the current environment - after massive layoff, 

being kicked out form CAC40 and an expected €1bn+ net loss (but promising he sleeps well at 

night,  a strong cash pile and stock option plan helping: https://lnkd.in/eQHTR4R). There US 

peer Hyatt announcing a seriously bold move in UK/Europe: investing €900m to add 20 hotels to 

its 63-site European estate. Hyatt is keen to capitalise on the European pent-up demand by "in-
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country" leisure travel more than offsetting business trips initially. This is all the more 

noteworthy that with more than 950 hotels worldwide, Hyatt has been hit harder by the 

pandemic than rivals due to its skew towards city destinations. But precisely because of its urban 

focus, it expects to bounce back better. To strengthen its UK presence and open hotels in nine 

European countries, Hyatt plans to create over 2,000 jobs. Talk about a contrarian call! 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

FOND OF FONDERIES 

Saying that the pace of M&A activity in semi-conductor sector has remain brisk this year would 

not give justice to the breathtaking pace of deal-making activity that has literally reshaped the 

entire industry and culminated with the massive €35bn all-stock transaction by chipmaking 

giant AMD to acquire rival Xilinx. Only once in the past 10 years has annual completed M&A 

deal value in the semiconductor industry reached more than $60 billion: even if all deals won't 

complete before the year is out, the total M&A deal value so far in 2020 is already close to 

$80billion - and there are still three weeks left! This may have provided interesting support for 

selected names in the space like leading fonderie group X-FAB (www.xfab.com). Coincidentally, 

X-FAB (XFAB FP, €585m market cap) published its 3Q20 results - with a positive outlook 

including 4Q20 revenues expected to rebound markedly and an EBITDA margin of 10-14% - the 

same day the AMD/Xilinx deal was announced (October 27): the shares are up 50% since but it 

should continue to attract the favours of value investors in Europe. Inbound provides IR advisory 

services to X-FAB. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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AIRBNB IPO IS GO 

Amazing, no? $100bn for Airbnb! In march who could have bet that Amazon will manage such a 

successful IPO? 

Compared to Marriott's $42bn market cap, Hyatt's $7.5bn, and Accor's $10bn, that's impressive! 

And whereas hospitality companies are fighting to survive the Covid 19 crisis, Airbnb which has 

laid off 25% of its employees and was valued at only $18bn in April shows the resilience of its 

business model. When people are reluctant to go to hotels because the restaurants are closed, 

they feel safer renting Airbnb rooms where they can cook.  

Once again a digital model without any rooms manages to do much better than the good old 

brick and mortar hotel model. And it is likely to continue! # digitalization #IPO 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

 

ASTRAZENECA ANNOUNCES MAJOR AQUISITION IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL 

SECTOR 

 AstraZeneca announced the biggest “deal” in the pharmaceutical sector since the start of the 

Covid-19 pandemic with the acquisition of Alexion for €39bn. 

Alexion is an American biotechnology company specializing in the R&D of products dedicated 

for the treatment of haematological and cardiovascular diseases, autoimmune diseases and 

cancers. The offer will be partly in cash, partly in shares - the Astra-Zeneca share is up 7% year-

to-date and nearly 70% over 3 years. 

The transaction confirms the continuous interest shown by pharmaceutical groups et biotechs 

for companies active in the development of a variety of new drugs benefiting to patients with 

rare diseases, with more limited volumes but higher prices. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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START-UPS & TECH  

 

 

    

ENCLOTHED RECOGNITION 

are apparently the psycho-analytic terms for describing the reason - read: the motivation - for 

people to get dressed every morning and in times of a pandemic, avoid the nauseous feeling that 

each day blends into the next like in "Groundhog Day". Well, bye bye sweatpants and hello 

designers' clothes! Because clothing and wearing accessories are proven to shape someone's 

mental state and productivity, it's great news that people in the US and in Europe/UK have not 

waited for lockdowns to ease to start dressing up again. As anecdotal evidence, retailers in the US 

have recorded that designer shoes and expensive handbags are outpacing year-ago levels. Given 

the pent-up demand, this trend should continue and even accelerate. Most of the time, dressing 

up is synonymous with upgrading the dressing: for those who don't want to buy, there is always 

the attractive option to rent via innovative platforms like UNE ROBE UN SOIR in France. 

Inbound is providing advisory services to Une Robe Un Soir. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

IT'S ALL GOING (MASSIVELY) DIGITAL: CATAWIKI GETS A €150M 

INVESTMENT 

Have you heard of Catawiki? It may sound like a fishing resort in New Zealand but it is in fact a 

leading Netherlands-based online action platform boasting more than 10m users and focusing on 

unique or rare objects - including artworks - selected by proven experts. Founded in 2008, 

Catawiki has become the leader in what it calls ‘curated online marketplace for special objects’ 

and employs more than 240 in-house experts specialising in collectables, art, jewellery, classic 
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cars etc. More than 65,000 of such special objects are put up for auction on Catawiki every week. 

Leading PE firm Permira has seen the compelling merits of the platform and has decided to give 

it ample means to accelerate its development - with no less than a €150m equity investment. 

Another "anecdotal" evidence of how fast the digital ecosystem for artworks and auctions is 

evolving and the kind of tickets - and investors - it is attracting, all of which can only ultimately 

benefit digital leaders in the art world like Arteia. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

LE FRENCH NEW SPACE IS TAKING OFF - IN NANO SATELLITES AT LEAST 

SpaceTech start-ups have mushroomed in France, mainly focusing on nano-satellites (some with 

unlikely names): Unseenlabs, ThurstMe, Kineis, Exotrail... Not unlike what can be seen in the 

US, they are a reflection of the fruitful relationships between the private sector, engineering 

"Grandes Ecoles" like Polytechique, scientific research bodies (e.g. CNRS) and military-backed 

funds (e.g. Definvest). Fund raising is keeping pace with these exciting developments: Rennes-

based Unseenlabs is completing a €20m fund raise to quadruple turnover (to €25m by 2025), 

Exotrail recently raised €11m and Toulouse-based Kineis raised €100m earlier this year. While 

France has nicely managed to build a competitive and technological edge in the nano-satellite 

segment, it is playing catch up in micro space-launchers dominated by US operators like Rocket 

Lab or Firefly. Even Isar Aerospace - which just raised €17m - is German. French nano space-

launcher specialists like Venture Orbital Systems or HyPrSpace are reportedly well positioned to 

make a name for themselves though. "To infinity and beyond!" (Buzz Lightyear, Toy Story 1 to 4) 

Click here to find out more >> 
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« IT MAY STING A LITTLE (BEEP) » 

As if the debate in France about agreeing to get vaccinated against Covid-19 was not enough (go 

figure), the next question could be: BY WHO - a human or a robot? Nantes-based Medtech 

BHealthcare (https://www.bhealthcare.fr) could push for the latter, with strong arguments 

thanks to its advanced robotic technology applied to analysis laboratories. Relax: BHealthcare's 

Heiva (Health Equipment for Initiative Venous Access) patented process focuses on getting blood 

"out", not injecting anything. Heiva starts with collecting data on patients for "vein imaging" 

purposes - in order to find the ideal point for puncture,  and robotically manages the blood 

puncture until it's safely in a tube thereby eliminating the human risk of blood infection. 

BHealthcare - which benefited from bpi's French Tech Seed programme - recently raised 

another €1.5m from leading laboratory groups and Medtech investors bringing total funds raised 

to date to €4.3m. Heiva won't be widely commercialised until 2022 so those afraid of needles - 

especially robotic ones - can breathe with relief...for now. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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PURPOSE BECOMES CRITICAL 
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A purpose? Which purpose? If not so long ago, it was not a real issue for companies, it is 

becoming more and more important. 

Its purpose is a company's core reason for being. It answers the question, "what would the world 

lose if your company disappeared?". A clear purpose is at the center of the main ESG 

commitments and goals. 

Purpose and ESG commitments help companies address vulnerabilities and contribute to 

increasing shareholder returns. A compelling corporate purpose attracts talent and unleashes its 

potential, improving long-term employee well-being, and quadrupling engagement. 

So if purpose was not a real focus (and seemed a philosophical issue) for most companies in the 

past, with Covid-19 and increasing ESG consideration it will become increasingly important to 

have a clear purpose in the future. 

#esg #purpose 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

  

FRENCH MINISTRY OF DEFENSE THINKING "OUTSIDE THE BOX"! 

What will be the threats which will weigh on France by 2030-2060? 

Rise of the oceans, computer threat, robot soldiers?... The French Ministry of Defense set up of 

“Red Team” of 10 science fiction writers, illustrators and creators tasked with imagining the 

technological and military challenges of the future alongside the French army. While 

contributors includes famous authors of comics such as François Schuiten, Xavier Dorison, 

novelists like Xavier Mauméjean, Romain Lucazeau and renown sociologist Virginie Tourna, 

some others have chosen to be anonymous. 

Don’t expect to see the results on Netflix nor Disney+ as their work will be partly classified... 

Some of the work has however been unveiled during the Innovation Defense Forum. In « 

Barabaresque 3.0 », global warming and rising sea levels pushed millions of refugees to flee their 

country in the 2030s, while in “P Nation”, a community of stateless people form a group of 

pirates living on floating cities and assault the French space center of Kourou in Guyana in 2042!  

I just noticed that no financial analyst nor fund manager seem to ave been asked to join the Red 
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Team. Is this a reflection of the recurrent failures of the investment community to anticipate the 

next crisis?… 

Click here to find out more >> 
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IT'S (NOT) ALL OVER BABY BLUE 

$300m 'Blowin in the Wind' - #BobDylan reminds of the potency of successful 

#alternativeinvestments. 

Ho ho ho - if your christmas list includes the ongoing search for illusive yield (and if not it 

should do), then maybe a good idea is to keep stretching the definition of 'alternatives' to include 

good ol' musak. 

#Bobdylan is just the latest in a long line-up of past music heavyweights to sell their legacy to 

publishing aggregators. Both #StevieNicks and #DavidCrosby have recently done the same, and 

the good news is that we can all get involved as well. 

Whilst Nicks sold to US based #primarywave.com, the company making the biggest splash is 

London based Hipgnosis Songs Fund Ltd / The Family (Music) Ltd. The fund boasts a current 

portfolio of 60,000 songs - 100x larger than the ca600 sold by Dylan to Universal. And these are 

not just any old songs, but include the catalogues of #Journey, #Blondie, #ChrissieHynde 

amongst many others - as well as 10 of the Top30 most streamed songs on Spotify. 

LSE listed #Hipgnosis (SONG) has a value of £1.24bn, a mere 5x the money paid for the songs of 

one old hipster who may or may not remain fashionable. With a dividend yield of 4% this looks 

a sane place to park some cash. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound Capital provides IR services for private companies Une Robe Un Soir. 

Inbound provides IR advisory services to X-FAB. 

Inbound Capital is sole advisor to private company ARTEÏA. 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The information used in preparing this document was obtained either from public sources or from sources 

to which Inbound Capital have been authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no independent 

verification of the information. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind (whether express 

or implied) is given by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, completeness or fitness for 

any purpose of this document. 
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